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CERTIFIED

(a)
such fee
(b)
prentice
$50.
( c)
card, or
fee shall
History:
126, § 4.

PUBLIC

ACCOUNTANTS

58-2-4

Any fee for an examination; provided, the amount so fixed for
shall not exceed $100.
Any fee for a license, certificate, permit, student card, or apcard; provided, the amount so fixed for such fee shall not exceed
Any fee for the renewal of a license, certificate, permit, student
apprentice card; provided, the amount so fixed for such renewal
not exceed $10.
Collateral References.
Licensese::>29.
53 C.J.S. Licenses § 48.

L. 1963, ch. 116, § 3; 1973, ch.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1973 amendment increased the maximum examination fee from $50 to $100.

58-1-43. Budget prepared by department.-The department of registration shall prepare and submit to the governor, to be included in his budget
to be submitted to the legislature, a budget of the requirements for expenses of the department and for administration of this act for the fiscal
year next following the convening of the legislature.
History:
L. 1963, ch. 116, § 3; 1967, ch.
134, § 3; 1969, ch. 165, § 1.

vided: "Section 58-1-21, Utah Code Annotated 1953, as amended by chapter 97,
Laws of Utah 1953, is hereby repealed."

Compiler's Notes.
The 1967 amendment
substituted
"for
expenses of the department
and for administration
of this act" for "for salaries
and wages, office expense, travel, equipment, repairs and contingent expenses to
be paid from the department
of registration fund in carrying out the provisions
of law"; and added a proviso limiting expenditures.
The 1969 amendment substituted
"fiscal
year" for ''biennium"
and deleted the
proviso limiting expenditures
of the department of registration.

Repealing Clause.
Section 5 of Laws

Transfer of Funds.
Section 4 of Laws 1967, ch. 134 provided: "The unexpended
balance in said
department
of registration
fund as of
July 1, 1967, shall be transferred
to the
unappropriated
surplus
account
of the
general fund."

Effective Dates.
Section 5 of
vided: "This act
1967."
Section 2 of
vided: "This act
1, 1969."

Laws 1967, ch. 134 proshall take effect July 1,
Laws 1969, ch. 165 proshall take effect on July

1963, ch. 116 pro-

CHAPTER 2
CERTIFIED
(Repealed

58-2-1 to 58-2-4.

PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
by Laws 1959, ch. 99, § 29)

Repealed.

Repeal.
Sections 58-2-1 to 58-2-4 (L. 1907, ch. 86,
§§ 3, 4; C. L. 1907, §§ 03, 04; C. L. 1917,
§§ 3, 4; L. 1921, ch. 1, § 1; 1923, ch. 41, § 1;

R. S. 1933 & C. 1943, 79-2-1 to 79-2-4) relating to certified public accountants, ~ere
repealed by Laws 1959, ch. 99, § 29. For
present provisions, see 58-26-1 et seq.
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58-3-1

REGISTRATION DEPARTMENT

CH.APTER 3
ARCHITECTS
Section

58-3-1.
58-3-2.
58-3-3.
58-3-4.
58-3-5.
58-3-6.
58-3-7.
58-3-8.
58-3-9.
58-3-10.

Eligibility to apply for architect's license.
Requirements from applicants.
Architectural
examining board - Powers and duties - Examinations,
contents.
Official designation as "architect"-Restriction
on use-Exception.
Seal.
Practice of architecture defined-Exemptions
and exclusions.
"Unprofessional
conduct" defined.
Services of licensed architect required on state building projectsExceptions.
Reinstatement
of expired or revoked license.
Violation-Misdemeanor.

58-3-1. Eligibility to apply for architect's license.-Any person twentyone years old who possesses the necessary qualifications hereinafter set
forth may apply for a license to practice as an architect in this state.
mstory:
L. 1911, ch. 127, § 4; c. L.
1917, § 278; L. 1921, ch. 4, § 1; R. S. 1933
& C. 1943, 79-3-1; L. 1967, ch. 135, § 1.

Collateral References,
Licenses@:,> 11 (4).
6 C.J.S. Architects § 5.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1967 amendment substituted
"person" for "resident
of the state"
and
"qualifications
hereinafter
set forth" for
"qualifications
of learning and ability."

Architect's
or engineer's
compensation
as affected by inability to carry out plan
or specifications at amount satisfactory
to
employer, 127 A. L. R. 410.

Cross-References.
Committee for architects,
(2).
Landscape

architects,

58-1-5, subd.

ch. 58-34.
DECISIONS

UNDER

Engineering and architecture.
This statute
relating
to licensing
of
architects and the later enactment providing for licensing of professional engineers,
former 58-10-1 et seq., clearly indicated
by their definitions of terms that the two
professions had certain functions
which
were common to each other. The statutory
definitions of "architecture,"
"professional
engineer'' and "professional
engineering"
indicated that the making of plans and
designs as well as supervision of construction were activities more or less common to
both fields. It is only natural that these
two professions which are related in some
particulars would have at least some activities in common and to that degree overlap. Smith v. American Packing & Provision Co., 102 U. 351, 130 P. 2d 951.
The professions of practicing
architecture and professional engineering were related in some particulars and had at least
some activities in common and to that degree overlapped; but this did not require
one engaged in either to procure a license

FORMER

LAW

in the other simply because some of the
activities
in one overlapped
the other.
Smith v. American Packing & Provision
Co., 102 U. 351, 130 P. 2d 951.
This statute, construed with the provisions as to licensing professional engineers,
former 58-10-1 et seq., did not contemplate
that a professional
engineer
who performed some service in his own field in
which he was duly licensed, such as making plans and designs in connection with
an engineering problem or project had to
procure a license as an architect merely
because the particular
engineering
activities necessitated the making of plans and
designs, or required supervision in construction, which might also be embraced
within the scope of the functions of an
architect.
This did not mean, however,
that the entire field of architecture
was
embraced within the field of professional
engineering as defined by statute.
Smith
v. American
Packing
& Provision
Co.,
102 U. 351, 130 P. 2d 951.
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58-3-4

ARCHITECTS

58-3-2. Requirements from applicants.-Each
applicant for a license
to practice architecture must produce satisfactory evidence of good moral
character and pass a satisfactory examination under the rules and regulations of the department of registration and the architectural examining
board.
History: L. 1911, ch. 127, § 4; C, L. 1917,
§ 278; L. 1921, ch. 4, § 1; R. S. 1933 & C.
1943, 79-3-2; L. 1967, ch. 135, § 1,
Compiler's Notes.
The 1967 amendment added
architectural
examining board."

"and

Collateral References.
Licenses~20.
6 C.J.S. Architects§

5.

the

58-3-3. Architectural exa.m.iningboard-Powers and duties-Examinations, contents.-(a)
The architectural examining board is authorized to
formulate rules, regulations and bylaws within the meaning of this statute.
(b) The architectural examining board is authorized to prepare examinations within the meaning of this statute.
(c) Such examinations shall have special reference to the planning
and design of buildings and their environs, and shall further test the
knowledge of the applicant as to the strength of materials, building systems and functional design, and his ability to make practical application
of such knowledge in the normal professional work of an architect and in
compliance with applicable state laws on public health, safety and welfare.
History: L. 1911, ch. 127, § 4; C. L. 1917,
§ 278; L. 1921, ch. 4, §.1; R. S. 1933 & C.
1943, 79-3-3; L. 1967, ch. 135, § 1,
Compiler's Notes.
The 1967 amendment rewrote this section. Prior to the 1967 amendment it read:
"The examination shall have special reference to the construction
of buildings,
and shall test the knowledge of the applicant as to the strength of materials

and his ability to make practical application of such knowledge in the ordinary
professional work of an architect and in
the duties of a supervisor of mechanical
work on buildings, and it shall test his
knowledge of the laws of sanitation
as
applied to buildings."
Collateral References,
Licenses.g:::;22.
6 C.J.S. Architects § 5.

DECISIONS UNDER FORMER LAW
Engineering and architecture.
an architect.
Smith v. American Packing
This section did not require an engineer
& Provision Co., 102 U. 351, 130 P. 2d
to qualify as an architect simply because
951.
some of his activities overlapped those of

58-3-4. Official designation as "architect"-Restriction
on use-Exception.-Any
person granted such license by the department of registration
will be registered to practice architecture and use the title "architect."
No other person shall practice architecture or shall assume or use the title
"architect" or any other words, letters or abbreviations indicating that the
person using the same is an architect. Nothing in this act shall be construed
to prohibit the use of the title "landscape architect" by qualified persons
or to limit the practice of landscape architecture.

-

History:
C. L. 1917, §§ 279x, 279xl,
added by L. 1921, ch. 4, § 1; R. S. 1933 &
C. 1943, 79-3-4; L. 1967, ch. 135, § 1.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1967 amendment rewrote this section. Prior to the 1967 amendment it read:
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58-3-5

REGISTRATION

"Any person granted such license by the
department
of registration
may be styled
and known as a licensed architect.
No
other person shall assume such title or the
title 'Architect'
or use the abbreviation
'L.A.' or any other words, letters or figures indicating
that the person using the

DEPARTMENT
same is an architect or a licensed or registered
architect.
Any person violating
this section is guilty of a misdemeanor.''
Collateral References.
Licensese:>40.
6 C.J.S. Architects § 5.

58-3-5. Seal.-Every
licensed architect shall have a seal, the design and
use of which shall be in compliance with the rules and regulations of the
architectural examining board.
History:

L. 1911, ch. 127, § 7; C. L. 1917,

§ 281; R. S. 1933 & C. 1943, 79-3-5; L. 1967,

ch. 135, § 1.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1967 amendment
rewrote this section. Prior to the 1967 amendment it read:
"Every licensed architect shall have a seal,
the impression of which shall contain the

name of the architect and the words 'Licensed Architect, State of Utah,' with the
name of the county of his residence, and
he shall affix his seal to all drawings, plans
and specifications prepared by him.'"
Collateral References.
LicensesP36.
(5 C.J.S. Architects
§ 5.

58-3-6. Practice of architecture defined-Exemptions
and exclusions.( a) The practice of architecture is the rendering or offering to render any
one or combinations of the following architectural
services: Evaluation,
consultation, preliminary studies, site planning, urban design, drawings,
plans, specifications, construction administration,
designs, aesthetic design
with the primary purpose of providing space for human use wherein expert
knowledge and skill are required in connection with the erection, enlargement or alteration of any building or buildings and their environs in which
the safeguarding of public health, safety and welfare is concerned or involved. Said practice includes the doing of such engineering work as is
incidental to the practice of architecture.
(b) Exempted hereunder are: (1) one, two, three or four-family residences not exceeding two stories in height, exclusive of basement, (2) farm
buildings not for public use, and (3) generating plants, factories, mme
buildings, mills, processing plants and refineries not for public use.
(c) Activities not considered practice of architecture.
1. Nothing in this act shall be construed as curtailing or extending the
rights of any other craft or profession or preventing anyone from employing or utilizing the services of any other craft or profession.
2. Nothing in this act shall be construed as curtailing draftsmen,
clerks of the works, superintendents
and other employees of registered
architects or engineers, under provisions of this act from acting under the
instructions, control or supervision of their architect or engineer employers.
3. Nothing in this act shall prevent any person from preparing plans,
specifications for, or supervising the alteration or repairs to ;a building
not exceeding 3,000 square feet in total floor area when structural elements
of a building are not changed, such as, foundations, beams, columns and
structural slabs, joists, bearing walls, trusses, etc.
4. Nothing in this act shall prevent a person from personally preparing plans, specifications and supervising the construction of a nonresiden-
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ARCHITECTS

tial building to be held in title l;>yhimself for his own use and (1) is not
for rental, lease or for use by the public, or (2) for any use, where the
total floor area does not exceed 2,000 square feet.
History:

L. 1911, ch. 127, § 8; C. L. 1917,

§ 282; L. 1921, ch. 70, § 1; R. S. 1933, 793-6; L. 1941, ch. 77, § 1; C. 1943, 79-3-6; L.
1967, ch. 135, § 1.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1941 amendment added "or to prevent the planning
* * * repair of any
building" to the first paragraph and added
subds. (a) and (b).
The 1967 amendment
rewrote this section so as to substantially
revise and refine the definition of practicing
architecture.
DECISIONS

Cross-References.
Landscape architects, ch. 58-34.
Professional
Corporation Act, 16-11-1 et
seq.
Collateral References.
Licenses<e:=o36.
6 C.J.S. Architects § 5.
Responsibility
of one acting as architect for defects or insufficiency of work
attributable
to plans, 25 A. L. R. 2d 1085.
What amounts to architectural
or engineering
services within license requirements, 82 A. L. R. 2d 1013.

UNDER

Engineering and architecture.
A professional engineer was not required
to qualify as an architect simply because

FORMER

LAW

some of his activities overlapped those of
an architect.
Smith v. American Packing
& Provision Co., 102 U. 351, 130 P. 2d 951.

58-3-7. "Unprofessional conduct" defined.-The words "unprofessional
conduct" as relating to architects are hereby defined to include:
(1) Lending the name or seal of a licensed architect to be used by
another person who is not a licensed architect.
(2) Having a pecuniary interest in the performance of the contract
for the work designed, planned or supervised by him without the knowledge
and consent of the person employing him.
(3) Procuring any contract in the practice of his profession by fraud
or misrepresentation.
( 4) Failure to exercise reasonable care and skill in the rendering of
architectural services.
(5) Dishonest acts done by him in the practice of his profession.
History:
L. 1911, ch. 127, § 10; C. L.
1917, § 284; R. S. 1933 & C. 1943, 79-3-7;
L. 1967, ch. 135, § 1.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1967 amendment
substituted
"the
name" for "one's name" and inserted "or
seal of a licensed architect" in subd. (1);
deleted former subd. (3) which read: "Receiving from the contractor working under
him any pay or commission or other pecuniary benefit without the knowledge and
consent of the owner"; designated former

subd. ( 4) as subd. (3); rewrote former
subd. (5) which read: "Failure to exercise
reasonable care or skill in his profession
either in planning the erection, construction or alteration
of buildings or in the
supervision of the same"; and designated
former subds. (5) and (6) as subds. (4)
and (5).
Collateral References.
Licenses<e:=o25.
6 C.J.S. Architects § 5.

58-3-8. Services of licensed architect required on state building projects
-Exceptions.-Architectural
services for public works, excluding buildings

under 2,000 square feet[,] of the state or a political subdivision thereof
shall be prepared under the personal direction of a licensed architect;
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REGISTRATION DEPARTMENT

provided, however, that this provision shall not be construed to prevent
engineers from doing architectural work on public works which is incidental to the practice of engineering.
History:
O. 1953, 58-3-8, enacted
1967, ch. 135, § 2.

by L.

Title of Act.
An act amending sections 58-3-1, 58-3-2,
58-3-3, 58-3-4, 58-3-5, 58-3-6, and 58-3-7,

Utah Code, Annotated 1953, and enacting
section 58-3-8, Utah, Code Annotated 1953,
section 58-3-9, Utah Code Annotated 1953,
and section 58-3-10, Utah Code Annotated
1953; relating to the licensing of architects.

58-3-9. Reinstatement of expired or revoked license.-The
department
of registration may reinstate a license that has expired or has been revoked
for nonpayment of renewal fees upon the payment of all annual renewal
fees during the period of expiration or revocation plus ten (10) dollars.
History:
C. 1953, 58-3-9, enacted
1967, ch. 136, § 3.

by L.

58-3-10. Violation-Misdemeanor.-Any
of this act shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
History: O. 1953, 58-3-10, enacted
1967, ch. 135, § 4.

person violating the provisions

by L.

CHAPTER 4
BARBERS
Section

58-4-1.
Qualifications.
58-4-2.
Requirements from applicants.
58-4-3.
Scope of examination.
58-4-4.
Fees.
58-4-5.
Barber schools-Rules
and regulations.
58-4-6.
Certificates to teachers.
58-4-7.
Qualifications of teachers-Renewal
and revocation of certificates.
58-4-8.
Barbershops-Rules
and regulations.
58-4-9.
Certificate of registration-Revocation.
58-4-10. "Barbering" defined-Hairdressers
and cosmeticians excepted.
58-4-11. "Student," "apprentice," and "student teacher" defined-Requirements
-Temporary
apprentice permit.
of apprentice card.
58-4-12. Cards authorizing practice to be posted-Renewal
58-4-13. Students, apprentices not to conduct schools or shops.
58-4-14. Serving diseased persons forbidden.
58-4-15. Fumigation of shops and schools.
58-4-16. "Unprofessional conduct" defined.
58-4-17. Reissue of authority after revocation.
58-4-18. Disciplinary authority of department.

58-4-1. Qualifications.-Any resident of the state or any person who
has established a place of business therein, eighteen years old and who
possesses the necessary qualifications may apply for a license to practice
as a barber in this state.
History: L. 1927, ch. 72, § 3; R. S. 1933,
79-4-1; L. 1933, ch. 54, § 1; O. 1943, 79-4-1.

Cross-Reference.
Committee for barbers, 58-1-5, subd. (3),

Compiler's Notes.
The 1933 amendment
this section.

Collateral References.
Licenses¢'::>11(1).
53 C.J.S. Licenses § 30.

made no change in
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58-4-3

BARBERS
Barbers, 10 Am. Jur. 2d 815, Barbers and
Cosmetologists § 1 et seq.
Liability of barber or beauty specialist
for injury to patron, 14 A. L. R. 2d 860.

Regulation of masseu'rs, 17 A. L. R. 2d
1183.
Validity of statute or ordinance regulating barbers, 98 A. L. R. 1088.

58-4-2. Requirements from applicants.-Every applicant for a license
to practice barbering must:
(1) Produce satisfactory evidence of good moral character.
(2) Be free from contagious or infectious disease (certified to by a
legally qualified physician).
(3) Have either studied and practiced barbering for eighteen months
in this state as a registered apprentice under a licensed practicing barber
and completed not less than 1250 hours of training in an accredited barber
school, or having [sic] practiced barbering as a registered barber in
another state for three years.
(4) Pass a satisfactory examination under the rules and regulations
of the department of registration;
provided, that if the applicant fails
to qualify in workmanship or sanitary knowledge he may continue· to
practice, for six months, as an apprentice under a licensed barber when
he shall again be examined by the department of registration upon payment of an additional fee of $5. Upon failure to pass the second examination he may continue to practice as an apprentice for six months under
a licensed barber, when he shall again be examined at a regular examination given by the department of registration upon the payment of an
additional fee of $5, which examination shall be final unless the applicant
thereafter completes 500 hours study and practice in a registered barber
school in this state. An applicant must take the examination as established by the rules and regulations of the department of registration as
a journeyman barber within four years after being licensed as an apprentice barber. Also, the department of registration may have authorization to issue a temporary permit upon the payment of a fee of $2 to a
barber licensed in another state for a period of time not to exceed three
months, or until the results of the next examination have been posted.
Anyone holding a permit who does not appear for the examination may
not be issued another permit.
History: L. 1927, ch. 72, § 3; R. S. 1933,
79-4-2; L. 1933, ch. 54, § 1; C. 1943, 79-4-2;
L. 1967, ch. 136, § 1; 1973, ch. 127, § 1.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1933 amendment set a time limit of
six months instead of "some subsequent
time designated
by the department
of
registration"
between failing a first examination and taking a second in subd. ( 4);
and added the last sentence.
The 1967 amendment substituted "eighteen months" for "one year" and inserted

58-4-3.

"and having completed not less than 1250
hours of training in an accredited barber
school" in subd. (3); and added the final
three sentences in subd. ( 4).
The 1973 amendment inserted "as a registered
barber"
in subd. (3); deleted
"again" before "continue to practice" in
the second sentence of subd. ( 4); and
made minor changes in phraseology.

Collateral References.
Licenses~20.
53 C.J.S. Licenses § 33.

Scope of examination.-Every

plicant's skill in the care and preparation
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examination -shall test the apof tools, in haircutting, shaving

58-4-4

REGISTRATION

DEPARTMENT

and other duties and services incident thereto, l1is knowledge of diseases
of the face and skin, his ability to reeognize such diseases and when to
refuse service because thereof, and his knowledge of the sanitary requirements in this state respecting barbershops and schools.
Collateral References.

:History: L. 1927, ch. 72, § 3; R. S. 1933,
79-4-3; L. 1933, ch. 54, § 1; C, 1943, 79-4-3.

Licensese=>22.
53 C.J.S. Licenses

Compiler's Notes.
The 1933 amendment
this section.

§ 34.

made no change in

58-4-4. Fees.-Fees shall be paid by the respective applicants as follows:
Barber examination fee, $10.
Barber license $5.
Barber school registration $50.
Barbershop registration $10.
Barber instructor examination $25.
Apprentice examination $5.
Apprentice card $5.
Student registration card $5.
_Annual instructor's renewal certificate $10.
For each additional examination for an applicant, $5.
Annual barber's renewal license $5; student and apprentice card renewals $3 and for a barbershop renewal certificate $5.
:History: L. 1927, ch. 72, §§ 3, 5, 9, 11;
1929, ch. 35, § 1; R. S. 1933, 79-4-4; L.
1933, ch. 54, § 1; C. 1943, 79-4-4; L. 1963,
ch. 117, § 1; 1973, ch. 127, § 2.

The 1973 amendment
deleted reference
to a $10 fee "For a license to practice barbering, without examination":
raised the
fees for barbershop registratio;,
from $1.00
to $10, for instructor's
annual renewal certificate from $5.00 to $10, for barber's annual renewal card from $3.00 to $5.00, and
for a barbershop renewal certificate from
$3.00 to $5.00; and made minor changes in
phraseology.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1933 amendment raised the fee for
examination
to determine
fitness from
$5.00 to $10; an<'! inserted provisions for
examination
to teach barbering,
for an
apprentice examination,
for an11ual renewal of teacher's
certificate
and for each
additional
examination
for an applicant.
The 1963 amendment raised the fee for
annual renewal of barber, student anrJ apprentice cards from $1.50 to $3.00 and for
1rnr1Jernhop certificates from $1.00 to $3.00.

Cross-Reference.
License

of shops by cities,

10-8-39.

Collateral References.
Licenses<s::=>29.
53 C..J.S. Licenses

§ 48.

58-4-5. Barber schools - Rules and regulations. - 'l'he department of
registration shall have authority to make rules and regulations governing
barber schools within this state, including the course of study to be
followed and the period of training in such schools. ~q_nyperson authorized
to practice barbering in this state who complies with the rules and regulations of the department of registration governing the registration and conduct of barber schools may establish and maintain a barber school.
History:
L. 1927, ch. 72, § 9; R, S. 1933,
79-4-7; L. 1933, ch. 54, § 1; C. 1943, 79-4-5.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1933 amendm2nt
this section.
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made no cbn1Pe in
"'

BARBERS

58-4-8

Liability of barber, beauty shop or specialist, barber college or school of beauty
culture, for iujury to patron, 14 A. L. R.
2d 860.
'

Collateral References.
Licenses<s:=>21.
53 C.J.S. Licenses § 37.

58-4-6. Certificates to teachers.-The department of registration is authorized to issue certificates to teach in a barber school in this state and
may determine by examination or otherwise the qualifications of applicants
for certificates to teach.
History:
L. 1927, ch. 72, § 9; R. S. 1933,
79-4-8; L. 1933, ch. 54, § 1; C. 1943, 79-4-6.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1933 amendment
this section.

Collateral References.
Licenses<s:=>21.
53 C.J.S. Licenses § 37.

mac1e no change in

58-4-7. Qualifications of teachers-Renewal and revocation of certificates.-( I) No person shall teach or be employed as teacher in any
barber school in this state who at the time of rendering such service is
not the holder of a certificate issued in accordance with the requirements
of the department of registration.
(2) Any person who makes application to obtain a certificate to
teach in a barber school, must pass satisfactorily the barber teacher's examination conducted by the department of registration.
(3) Teacher's certificates shall be renewed annually, on or before
December 31 of each year, and failure thereof, of any teacher to apply
for a renewal of his certificate on or before said date and showing proof
of having spent at least thirty actual days during the past three years
in teaching barbering, his certificate may be revoked by the department of
registration.
( 4) Any person who makes application to obtain a certificate to
teach in a barber school shall have satisfactorily completed the training
requirements for a student teacher in this state.
(5) An examination fee must be paid prior to taking any examination
conducted by the board.
(6) An instructor may practice barbering in a licensed barbershop
if he is a licensed barber.
History:
L. 1927, ch. 72, § 9; R. S. 1933,
79-4-9; L. 1933, ch. 54, § 1; C. 1943, 79-4-7;
L. 1967, ch. 136, § 2; 1973, ch. 127, § 3.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1933 amendment added the second,
third and fourth paragraphs.
The 1967 amendment
substituted
"December 31" for "July 1st" and inserted
"and showing proof of * * * in teaching
barbering''
in the last paragraph and deleted a paragraph
which read: "Any bar-

ber school teacher who is not actively
engaged in teaching a barber school for
a period of three years shall have his
certificate revoked by the department
of
reg is t.ra tion."
The 1973 amendment added the numerical subsection
designations
and added
subsecs. (4) to (6).

Collateral References.
Licenses<s:=>21.
53 C.J.S. Licenses § 37.

58-4-8. Barbershops-Rules and regulations.-The department of registration may make rules and regulations governing barbershops not inconsistent with the rules and regulations of the state board of health.
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REGISTRATION DEPARTMENT

History:
Code Report; R. S. 1933, 794-10; L. 1933, ch. 54, § 1; C. 1943, 79-4-8.

Compiler's Notes,
The 1933 amendment
this section.

Collateral References.
Licenses@:;:;>21.
53 C.J.S. Licenses § 37.

made no change in

58-4-9. Certificate of registration-Revocation.-Every
person who conducts a barbershop shall secure from the department of registration a
certificate of registration for such shop. Such certificate may be revoked
by the department of registration for violation of any provisions of this
title.
History:
L. 1927, ch. 72, § 11; R. S.
1933, 79-4-11; L. 1933, ch. 54, § l; C. 1943,
79-4-9,

Collateral References.
Licenses@:;:;>38.
53 C.J.S. Licenses § 44.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1933 amendment
sentence,

Bias of members of license
board, 97 A. L. R. 2d 1210.

added the second

revocation

58-4-10. "Barbering" defined-Hairdressers and cosmeticians excepted.
-To shave or trim the beard or cut the hair; to give facial and scalp
massages or treatments, with oils and creams and other prep·arations
made for that purpose, either with the hands or mechanical appliances;
to singe or shampoo the hair; to apply any make of hair tonic or dye
the hair; to apply cosmetic preparations, antiseptics, powders, oils, clays
or lotion to the scalp, face or neck; and to remove superfluous hair from
the scalp, face or neck of any person for compensation, either directly
or indirectly or without compensation for the public generally; shall
constitute practicing the occupation of barbering; provided, that pers·ons
duly licensed to practice as hairdressers and cosmeticians are exempted
from the provisions of this chapter.
History: L. 1927, ch. 72, § 2; R. S. 1933,
79-4-12; L. 1933, ch, 54, § 1; C. 1943, 794-10.

after "dye the hair"; and "either directly
or * * * the public generally" after "for
compensation."

Compiler's Notes.
The 1933 amendment inserted "to apply
cosmetic preparations
* * * any person"

Collateral References.
Licenses@:;:;>11(1).
53 C.J.S. Licenses § 27.

58-4-11. "Student," "apprentice," and "student teacher" defined-Requirements-Temporary apprentice permit.-A student is a person receiving instruction in a barber school as defined in this chapter. Any person
may become a student in the manner prescribed in this section;
(1) Who furnishes to the department of registration a statement showing the name and place of the school where he will receive instruction
and the date such instruction begins.
(2) Who has attained the age of seventeen years.
(3) Who can furnish to the department of registration a certificate
from a licensed physician of this state dated not more than ten days prior
to the date of his application attesting that he is free from any contagious
or infectious disease.
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An apprentice is a person receiving instruction from a licensed barber.
Any person is qualified to receive a certificate of registration as a registered apprentice:
(1) Who is at least seventeen and one-half years of age.
(2) Who is of good moral character and temperate habits.
(3) Who has graduated from a school of barbering approved by the
department of registration.
(4) Who has passed a satisfactory examination conducted by the
department of registration to determine his fitness to practice as a registered
apprentice.
(5) Who can furnish to the department of registration a certificate
from a licensed physician of this state dated not more than ten days
prior to the date of his application, attesting that he is free from any
contagious or infectious disease.
An applicant for an apprentice license who fails to pass a satisfactory
examination by the department of registration is required to complete
a further course of study and practice of not less than five hundred hours,
to be completed within six months, of not more than eight hours in any
one working day in a school of barbering approved by the department of
registration before being permitted to take another examination for that
purpose.
The department of registration may have authorization to issue a temporary permit to practice as an apprentice barber, upon payment of the
fee of $2.00, to any person who has graduated from a barber school. Said
permit shall allow the student to practice as an apprentice barber under
a licensed journeyman barber until the results of the next apprentice
examination have been posted. Anyone holding a permit who does not
appear for the next scheduled examination shall forfeit the permit. This
permit may be issued only once.

An apprentice may do any or all of the acts constituting the practice
of barbering only when he is under the immediate supervision of a licensed barber, and only one apprentice barber shall be employed to each
licensed barber, in any licensed shop at any one time.
A student teacher is a person receiving instruction in teaching barbering in a licensed school of barbering under the supervision of a licensed
barber instructor and possesses the following qualifications:
(1) Is of good moral character and temperate habits.
(2) Is the holder of a license as a registered barber in this state.
(3) Has practiced as a registered barber for a period of not less than
three years.
( 4) Provides the department of registration with a certificate from
a licensed physician of this state dated not more than ten days prior to
the date of application, attesting freedom from contagious or infectious
disease.
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ing as determined by examination
by the department.

DEPARTMENT

or has equivalent knowledge and trainprescribed by the board and approved

(6) Make application for the barber teacher's examination
after being licensed as a student teacher.

six months

Upon failure to successfully pass the barber teacher's examination,
the student teacher must continue training as a student teacher for three
months after which the applicant shall again take an examination administered by the department of registration.
History:
L. 1927, ch. 72, § 7; 1929, ch.
35, § 1; R. S. 1933, 79-4-13; L. 1933, ch.
54, § 1; C. 1943, 79-4-11; L. 1967, ch. 136,
§ 3; 1973, ch. 127, § 4.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1933 amendment rewrote this section. Prior to amendment it read: "A student is a person receiving instruction in a
barber school as defined in this chapter.
Any person may become a student in the
manner prescribed
in this section.
An
apprentice
is a person receiving instructions from a licensed barber.
No person
shall be eligible to become an apprentice
until he has been graduated from a school
of barbering approved by the department
of registration.
Every person desiring to
become a student or apprentice must file
with the department
of registration
a
statement
showing the name and place
of business of the school or barber where
or with whom he will receive instruction,
the date of commencement of his instruction, and his own age and full name."

The 1967 amendment inserted the provision relating to issuance of temporary
pe1·mits for apprentice barbers.
The 1973 amendment
added the provisions relating to student teachers.
"Immediate supervision."
Legislature
did not intend that "immediate supervision"
require master or licensed barber
to remain constantly
at
hand while apprentice is administering
to
needs of customer;
apprentice's
cutting
customer's hair while licensed barber had
left shop for from thirty minutes to one
hour was not a sufficient violation of this
statute to sustain suspension of licenses of
barber and apprentice.
Salazar v. McGinn,
28 U. (2d) 176, 499 P. 2d 857.
Collateral References.
Licenses~20.
53 C.J.S. Licenses § 33.

58-4-12. Cards authorizing practice to be posted-Renewal
of apprentice card.-The
department of registration shall furnish each person to
whom a license is issued and on subsequent renewals thereof with a card
bearing the signature of the director and the year for which issued,
certifying the holder thereof is entitled to practice barbering in this state;
and shall also furnish to each apprentice a card of apprenticeship;
and to
each student barber a card of registration. It shall be the duty of each
barber and of each apprentice and student to post bis card or permit
in plain view in front of his working chair so that it may readily be
seen by all persons whom he may serve. Apprentice cards shall be renewed
(m
or before the first day of July of each year.
History:
L. 1927, ch. 72, §6; 1929, ch.
35, § l; R. S. 1933, 79-4-14; L. 1933, ch.
54, § 1; c. 1943, 79-4-12.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1933 amendment
this section.

Collateral References.
Licenses~23.
53 C.J.S. Licenses § 40.

made no change in
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58-4-13. Students, apprentices not to conduct schools or shops.-It shall
be unlawful for a student or an apprentice, to conduct a barbershop or
school in this state.
History:
L. 1927, ch. 72, § 7; 1929, ch.
36, § 1; R. S. 1933, 79-4-15; L. 1933, ch.
64, § 1; C. 1943, 79-4-13.

Collateral References.
Licenses<@;:;:;o36.
53 C.J.S. Licenses § 42.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1933 amendment deleted "or a person practicing under a permit" before "to
conduct."

Places and persons
statute
or ordinance
59 A. L. R. 543.

within purview of
regulating
barbers,

58-4-14. Serving diseased persons forbidden.-No barber, student or
apprentice practicing in this state shall knowingly serve a person afflicted
with any contagious or infectious disease, but it shall be his duty to report
the case of any such person to the department of registration or local health
officer, and no person so afflicted shall apply for service in any barbershop
or school in this state.
History: L. 1927, ch. 72, § 8; R. S. 1933,
79-4-16; L. 1933, ch. 54, §.1; C. 1943, 794-14.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1933 amendment
this section.

Collateral References.
Health and Environment<@;:;:;o23.
39 C.J.S. Health § 28.

made no change in

58-4-15. Fumigation
or the state board of
school at the expense of
or infectious disease has
disease has been served.

of shops and schools.-The director
health may have fumigated any
the person in charge thereof where
been contracted or where a person

of registration
barbershop or
any contagious
having such a

History: L. 1927, ch. 72, § 8; R. S. 1933,
79-4-17; L. 1933, ch. 54, § l; C. 1943, 794-15.

Cross-Reference.
State division
duties, 26-15-4.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1933 amendment
this section.

Collateral References.
Health and Environment<@;:;:;o•23.
39 C.J.S. Health § 28.

made no change in

of

health,

powers

and

58-4-16. "Unprofessional conduct" defined.-The
words "unprofessional
conduct" as relating to barbers, students, apprentices, student teachers,
teachers and barbershop owners and journeyman
barbers supervising
apprentices are hereby defined to include:
(1) Habitual intemperance or excessive use of narcotics.
(2) Practicing when afflicted with a contagious or infectious disease.
(3) Any acts of gross incompetency.
( 4) Any extortion or overcharge.
(5) Keeping a shop, its furnishings, the tools, utensils, linens or appliances used therein in an unclean or insanitary condition.
(6) Failure to post or display cards or permits as hereinbefore provided.
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(7) Violating any of the provisions of this chapter, or any rule of the
state board of health prescribing sanitary requirements of barbershops
or schools.
(8) Conducting a school in an insanitary manner or violating any.rule
of the department regulating the conduct of barber schools.
(9) False advertising or advertising that will in any way deceive the
public.
(10) Permit an apprentice barber to practice barbering without
supervision of a licensed journeyman barber present in the shop.
(11) Permit a student barber teacher to teach in a barber school
without supervision of a licensed barber teacher.
History:
L. 1927, ch. 72, § 10; R. S.
1933, 79-4-18; L. 1933, ch. 54, § 1; C. 1943,
79-4-16; L. 1973, ch. 127, § 5.

owners," and "journeyman barbers supervising apprentices"
in the introductory
sentence, and added subds. (10) and (11).

Compiler's Notes.
The 1933 amendment added subd. (9).
The 1973 amendment inserted the references to "student teachers," ''barbershop

Collateral References.
Licensese=>25.
53 C.J.S. Licenses § 35.

58-4-17. Reissue of authority after revocation.-Any
person whose license, student card or apprentice card has been revoked for unprofessional conduct may, after the expiration of a time to be fixed by the department of registration which shall not be less than thirty days or more
than one year, apply to the department to have the same reissued.
History:
L. 1927, ch. 72, §.10; R. S.
1933, 79-4-19; L. 1933, ch, 54, § 1; C. 1943,
79-4-17; L. 1973, ch. 127, § 6.

"All acts or parts of acts in conflict herewith, are to the extent of such conflict,
here by repealed."

Compiler's Notes.
The 1933 amendment
made a
change in phraseology.
The 1973 amendment substituted
year" for "ninety days."

Effective Date.
Section 3 of Laws 1933, ch. 54 provided
that act should take effect on approval.
Approved March 21, 1933.

minor
"one

Collateral References.
LicensesP38.
53 C.J.S. Licenses § 44.

Repealing Clause.
Section 2 of Laws 1933, ch. 54 provided:

58-4-18. Disciplinary authority of department.-The department acting
in accordance with Title 58, chapter 1, may revoke, suspend, or annul any
license; place a licensee on probation or take· other disciplinary action
as set forth in section 58-1-25.
History: C. 1953, 58-4-18, enacted by L.
1973, ch. 127, § 7.
Title of Act.
An act amending sections 58-4-2, 58-4-7,
::.nd 58-4-11, Utah Code Annotated 1953,
as amended by chapter 136, Laws of Utah
1967, section 58-4-4, Utah Code Annotated
1953, as amended by chapter 117, Laws of
Utah 1963, sections 58-4-16 and 58-4-17,

Utah Code Annotated 1953, and enacting
section 58-4-18, Utah Code Annotated 1953;
relating
to barbers;
providing
for increased fees; providing qualifications for
student
teacher barbers;
providing
for
the amplification of "unprofessional
conduct"; and providing disciplinary authority to the department of business regulation.
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CHAPTER 5
CHIROPODISTS
Section

58-5-1.
58-5-2.
58-5-3.
58-5-4.
58-5-5.
58-5-6.
58-5-7.
58-5-8.
58-5-9.
58-5-10.
58-5-11.
58-5-12.
58-5-13.
58-5-14.

Qualifications.
Requirements from applicants.
Examinations-Scope
of.
Grading and passing mark.
Re-examination.
License-Recorda
tion.
Renewal of license.
Reciprocal licenses.
Fees.
"Unprofessional conduct" defined.
Reissue of authority after revocation.
"Practicing chiropody" defined-Exemptions.
Use of official designation prima facie evidence.
Fitting shoes exempted.

58-5-1. Qualifi.cations.-Any resident of the state twenty-one years
old who possesses the necessary qualifications of learning and ability may
apply for a license to practice chiropody.
History:

L. 1931, ch. 30, § 2; R. S. 1933

& C, 1943, 79°5-1.

Cross-Reference.
Committee for chiropody,

Chiropody and other restricted
treatment of hands or feet, 61 .Am. Jur. 2d 152,
Physicians, Surgeons, and Other Healers
§ 27.

58-1-5, subd.

(4).
Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeonse:=>5(2).
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons

Regulation
841.

of chiropody,

33 .A. L. R.

§ 12.

58-5-2. Requirements from applicants.-Every applicant after this act
becomes effective for a license must:
(1) Produce satisfactory evidence of good moral character.
(2) Have satisfactorily completed an approved course of study in a
high school or other equivalent school having a course of study requiring an attendance through four school years; and in addition thereto
the applicant must
(a) have completed two years in a recognized college of liberal arts
or of the sciences, and must be a graduate of a regularly established
school of chiropody as recognized by the National Association of Chiropodists, legally chartered, which required as a prerequisite to graduation
the completion of three chiropodical-pediatric
terms of at least 3120
hours of class work given over a period of not less than three different
calendar years ; or
(b) have completed one year in a recognized college of liberal arts
or of the sciences, and must be a graduate of a regularly established
school of chiropody as recognized by the National Association of Chiropodists, legally chartered, which required as a prerequisite to graduation
the completion of four chiropodical-pediatric
terms of at least 4160 hours
of class work given over a period of not less than four different calendar
years.
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(3) Pass a satisfactory examination
of the department of registration.
History: L. 1931, ch. 30, § 2; R. S. 1933,
79-5-2; L. 1941, ch. 78, § 1; C. 1943, 79-5-2.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1941 amendment rewrote
(a) and added subd. (2.)(b).

under the rules and regulations

Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeons<s:=>4.
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons

§ 12 . .

subd. (2)

58-5-3. Examinations-Scope of.-Examination
of applicants for license
shall be in the English language, may include both clinical and written tests
and shall embrace the subjects of histology, surgery, hygiene, dermatology,
anatomy, physiology, chemistry, bacteriology, pathology, diagnosis and
treatment, materia medica, therapeutics and clinical chiropody, and such
other subjects as the department of registration may prescribe, a knowledge
of which is commonly and generally required of practitioners of chiropody,
but this section shall not be construed to require of the applicant a medical
or surgical education.
History:
L. 1931, ch. 30, § 4; R. S. 1933
& C. 1943, 79-5-3.

Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeon~5(2).
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons

§ 13.

58-5-4. Grading and passing mark.-The
examination papers and oral
answers shall be graded upon a scale of one hundred per cent, and no applicant shall be granted a license who shall fail to obtain a general average of
seventy-five per cent and at least fifty per cent in each subject in such
examination.
History:

L. 1931, ch. 30, § 4; R. S. 1933

& C. 1943, 79-5-4.

Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeons<s:=>5(2).
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons

58-5-5. Re-examination.-An applicant who fails to pass
examination shall be entitled, within six months after notice
a re-examination, upon payment of an additional fee of $2
re-examination; provided, only two such re-examinations shall
any applicant.
History:
L. 1931, ch. 30, § 4; R. S. 1933
& C. 1943, 79-5-5.

§ 13.

a satisfactory
of failure, to
for each such
be granted to

Collateral References.
Physicians and SurgeonsP5(2).
70 C.J.S. Physicia11s and Surgeons

§ 13.

58-5-6. License-Recordation.-Every
registered chiropodist shall, within one month from the receipt of his license, record the same with the
county recorder of the county in which he has his legal residence or usual
place of business. Upon payment of a fee of fifty cents the county recorder
shall record the name and address of the person designated in the license,
together with the date and number inscribed thereon; which record shall be
open to public inspection. Within one week of such recordation a duplicate
copy of the record made shall be filed with the department of registration
by such county recorder.
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History:

L. 1931, ch. 30, § 7; R, S. 1933

Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeons<§;:;:>5(2).
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons § 13.

& C. 1943, 79-5-6.

58-5-7. Renewal of license.-Every
on or before the 1st day of July.
History:

L. 1931, ch. 30, § 5; R. S. 1933

license shall be renewed

annually

Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeons-<§;:;:>5(4).
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons § 13.

& C. 1943, 79-5-7,

58-5-8. Reciprocal licenses.-The examination of an applicant for a
reciprocal license may be dispensed with under the provisions of section
58-1-19, when the applicant appears before the department of registration
and shows that his foreign license is then in force and that he has been
a registered chiropodist in the jurisdiction issuing such license for at least
two years next prior to the making of an application in this state, and
passes a satisfactory examination in clinical chiropody.
History:

L. 1931, ch. 30, § 6; R. S. 1933

& C, 1943, 79-5-8.

58-5-9.

Fees.-Fees

Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeons<§;:;:>5(2).
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons § 13.

shall be paid by applicants

as follows:

For a license as a registered chiropodist, $25.
For a renewal of a license, $10.
For a reciprocal license, $50.
History:
L. 1931, ch. 30, §§ 2, 5, 6; R. S.
1933 & C. 1943, 79-5-9; L. 1963, ch. 118, § 1.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1963 amendment raised the fee for
renewal of a license from $2.00 to $10.

Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeons<§;:;:>5(2).
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons § 13.

58-5-10. "Unprofessional conduct" defined.-The words "unprofessional
conduct" as relating to the practice of chiropody are hereby defined to· include:
(1) Communicating without the consent of the patient information
acquired in treating a patient necessary to enable one to act for such
patient.
(2) Lending one's name to be used as a chiropodist by another person
who is not licensed to practice in this state.
(3) Employing, directly or indirectly, any unlicensed chiropodist
to perform any work specified herein.
( 4) Habitual intemperance or excessive use of narcotics.
(5) Unlawfully prescribing, selling or giving away any substance or
compound containing alcohol or narcotics.
History:
L. 1931, ch. 30, § 9; R. S. 1933
& C. 1943, 79-5-10,

Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeons<§;:;:>10.
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons § 31.
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58-5-11. Reissue of authority after revocation.-Any
person whose
license has been revoked for unprofessional conduct may after the expiration of one year apply to the department to have the same reissued.
History: L. 1931, ch. 30, § 10; R. S. 1933
& C. 1943, 79-5-11,

Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeonse=>5(1).
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons § 16.

58-5-12. "Practicing chiropody" defined - Exemptions. - Any person
shall be held to be practicing chiropody who examines, diagnoses or treats,
medically, mechanically or surgically, the ailments of the human foot, or
massages in connection therewith. But nothing in this chapter shall be
construed to permit the use of anesthetics other than local, or the amputation of the toes or foot. And nothing in this chapter shall prohibit the
commissioned surgeons of the United States Army, Navy or Marine hospital
service from practicing chiropody in the performance of their official duties,
nor the practice of chiropody by physicians and surgeons or osteopathic
physicians and surgeons regularly licensed under the laws of this state,
or by a legal practitioner of chiropody of another state called in for consultation.
History: L. 1931, ch. 30, §§ 1, 12; R. S.
1933 & C, 1943, 79-5-12.

Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeonse=>5(2).
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons § 13.

58-5-13. Use of official designation prima facie evidence.-!£ any person assumes or uses any name or title which designates him as a chiropodist
or foot specialist or implies that he is qualified to practice chiropody, such
fact shall be prima. facie evidence of practicing chiropody within the
meaning of this chapter.
History:

L. 1931, ch. 30, § 11; R. S. 1933

& C. 1943, 79-5-13,

Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeon~5(2).
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons § 13.

58-5-14. Fitting shoes exempted.-N othing in this chapter shall be construed to prohibit the fitting, recommending or sale of corrective shoes,
arch supports or similar mechanical appliances.
History: L. 1931, ch. 30, §.13; R. S. 1933
& C. 1943, 79-5-14.

Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeonse=>5(1).
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons § 9.

CHAPTER 6
CONTRACTORS
(Repealed

58-6-1 to 58-6-10.

by Laws 1957, ch. 115, § 20)

Repealed.

Repeal.
Sections 58-6-1 to 58-6-10 (L. 1933, eh.
58, §§ 1 to 11; 1939, ch. 92, §§ 1, 2; C.
1943, 79-5a-1 to 79-5a-11; L. 1953, ch. 98,

§ 1), relating

to the licensing of eontraetors, were repealed by Laws 1957, eh. 115,
§ 20. For present provisions, see 58-23-1
et seq.
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CHAPTER 7
DENTISTS
Section

58-7-1.
58-7-2.
58-7-3.
58-7-4.
58-7-5.
58-7-6.
58-7-7.
58-7-8.

Qualifications.
Requirements from applicants.
On change of residence--Certificate
License to be displayed-Penalty.
Right to administer anesthetics.
"Practicing dentistry" defined.
"Unprofessional
conduct" defined.
Penalties.

of attainment!.

58-7-1. Qualiftcations.-Any person twenty-one years old who possesses
the necessary qualifications of learning and ability may apply for a license
to practice dentistry.
Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeons~5
(2).
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons § 12.
Power of state, 61 Am. Jur. 2d 129, Physicians, Surgeons, and Other Healers § 10
et seq.

History:
L. 1909, ch. 38, § 10; 1917, ch.
104, § 1; C. L. 1917, § 2024; L. 1921, ch. 46,
§ 1; R. S. 1933 & C. 1943, 79-6-1; L. 1969,
ch. 166, § 1.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1969 amendment substituted
"Any
person" for "Any resident of the state."
Cross-Reference.
Committee
for
(6).

dentists,

Dentist as physician or surgeon within
statutes, 115 A. L. R. 261.
Duty and liability of dentist to patient,
83 A. L. R. 2d 7.

58-1-5, subd.

58-7-2. Requirements from applicants.-Every
applicant for a license
to practice dentistry must:
(1) Produce satisfactory evidence of good moral character.
(2) Be a graduate of a high school or similar institution of learning
accredited by the University of Utah or other university of equal standing, or have an academic· education the equivalent thereof; and be a
graduate of a reputable dental college recognized by the department of
registration.
(3) Pass a satisfactory examination consisting of practical demonstrations and written or oral tests, or both, in the theory and practice of the
science of dentistry, as required by the department of registration.
History:
L. 1909, ch. 38, § 10; 1917, ch.
104, § 1; C. L. 1917, § 2024; L. 1921, ch. 46,
§ 1; R. S. 1933, 79-6-2; L. 1935, ch. 78, § 1;
c. 1943, 79-6-2.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1935 amendment
deleted part of
subd. (2) which permitted
five years of
licensed, practicing
experience in another
state in lieu of graduation
from high
school and college; and rewrote subd. (3)
which read: "(3) Pass satisfactory
exam-

ination in anatomy, physiology, hygiene,
chemistry,
materia medica, therapeutics,
anesthetization,
met a 11u r g y, histology,
pathology, bacteriology,
operative,
surgical and mechanical dentistry;
and shall
satisfactorily
demonstrate
in operative
and mechanical dentistry, if required by
the department."
Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeons~5
(2).
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons § 12.

58-7-3. On change of residence-Certificate of attainments.-Any dentist in the legal practice of dentistry in this state for five years or more
who desires to change his residence into another state, territory or district
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of the United States may apply to the department of registration for, and
said department may grant to him a certificate attesting his moral character
and professional attainments.
History:

L. 1909, ch. 38, § 15; C. L. 1917,

§ 2029; L. 1921, ch. 46, § 1; R. S. 1933, 796-4; L. 1935, ch. 78, § 1; C. 1943, 79-6-4.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1935 amendment
text.

made no change

Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeonse::>5(2).
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons

§ 13.

in

58-7-4. License to be displayed-Penalty.-Every
person who receives
a license to practice dentistry from the department of registration shall
cause the original license or a certified copy thereof to be conspicuously
displayed in his office or place of business. Such license shall be forfeited
for any violation of the provisions of this section and shall not be reissued
except upon payment to the department of the sum of $25.
History:
L. 1909, ch. 38, § 16; C. L.
1917, § 2030; L. 1921, ch. 46, § 1; R. S.
1933, 79-6-5; L. 1935, ch. 78, § 1; C. 1943,
79-6-5.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1935 amendment
text.

made no change
'

Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeons¢::>5( 4).
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons

§ 15.

in

58-7-5. Right to administer anesthetics.-A licensed dentist shall have
the right to administer general and local anesthetics and to prescribe drugs
or medicines necessary or proper in the practice of his profession.
History:
L. 1909, ch. 38, § 22; 1917, ch.
104, § 1; C. L. 1917, § 2036; L. 1921, ch.
46, § 1; R. S. 1933, 79-6-6; L. 1935, ch. 78,
§ 1; c. 1943, 79-6-6.
Compiler's Notes.
T·he 1935 amendment
text.

made no change

in

Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeonse::>5 ( 4).
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons

§ 15.

Duty and liability
of person administering anesthetic,
55 A. L. R. 2d 142.

58-7-6. "Practicing dentistry" defined.-Any person shall be held to be
practicing dentistry, within the meaning of this title, who shall (1) by
card, sign, circular, pamphlet, newspaper, or in any other way, advertise
himself as a dentist; or (2) who shall offer or undertake by any means or
method to diagnose, treat, operate or prescribe for any disease, pain, injury, deficiency, deformity or physical condition of the human teeth, alveolar process, gums or jaws, or to supply artificial teeth as substitutes for
natural teeth, or to take impressions of the teeth or jaws, or to remove
stains or concretions from teeth or attempts to correct malpositions thereof;
or (3) who shall in any way indicate that he will, by himself or his agents
or servants, undertake by any means or method to diagnose, treat, operate
or prescribe for the same, or to supply artificial teeth as substitutes for
natural teeth, or to take impressions of the teeth or jaws, or to remove
stains or concretions from teeth or attempt to correct malpositions thereof;
or (4) who manages, or conducts as manager, proprietor, operator or
otherwise, a place where dental operations are performed, or who shall use
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the words Doctor of Dental Surgery, Dental Surgeon, D.D.S., D.M.D.
or the terms Mechanical Dentist, Prosthetist, or Prosthetic Dentist or Dental
Technician, or the use of the word Dentist in English or any foreign
language or in any way in connection with his name or any other title
intended to imply or designate him as a practitioner
of dentistry. But
nothing in this title shall prohibit an unlicensed person from performing
merely mechanical work upon inert matter in a dental office or labor'atory;
under the authorization and responsibility of a licensed and registered dentist or a duly licensed physician or surgeon from treating diseases of the
mouth or performing operations in oral surgery, unless he undertakes to
reproduce or reproduces lost parts of the human teeth in the mouth, or to
restore or replace in the human mouth lost or missing teeth or corrects malpositions thereof; or a dental surgeon of the United States Army or Navy
or the United States Public Health Service or the United States Veterans
Bureau from practicing dentistry in the performance of his duties; or a
legal practitioner
of dentistry of another state from making clinical
demonstrations before a dental society, convention, association of dentists
or in a dental college in this state.
History: L. 1909, ch. 38, § 9; C. L. 1917,
§ 2023; R. S. 1933, 79-6-7; L. 1935, ch. 78,
§ 1; c. 1943, 79-6-7.

Cross-Reference.
Professional Corporation
16-11-15.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1935 amendment deleted "for a fee,
salary or reward, paid or to be paid directly or indirectly,
either to himself or
to some other person" after "who shall" in
clause (2) of the first sentence; added "or
to take impressions
* * * malpositions
thereof" to clauses (2) and (3); added
"or who shall use * * * practitioner
of
dentistry"
in clause ( 4); deleted "from
extracting or treating teeth, in case of an
emergency when there is no licensed dentist available, or" after "an unlicensed person" in the last sentence; inserted "under
the authorization
and responsibility
of a
licensed and registered dentist" before "or
a duly licensed physician" inserted "unless he undertakes to reproduce * * * malpositions thereof" after "oral surgery" and
inserted
"or the United
States Public
Health Service or the United States Veterans Bureau" after "United States Army
or Navy" in the last sentence.

Constitutionality.
This section is not objectionable
under
state and federal constitutional
provisions
relating to due process and privileges and
immunities, and it represents a reasonable
exercise of police power. Lees v. Oster,
8 U. (2d) 141, 329 P. 2d 648.

Act, 16-11-1 to

Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeons~5
(2).
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons § 1.
Constitutionality
and construction
of
statutes
or regulations
prohibiting
one
who has no license to practice dentistry
or medicine from owning, maintaining,
or
operating an office therefor, 20 A. L. R.
2d 808.
Practicing dentistry without a license as
a continuing or separate offense, 09 A. L.
R. 2d 654.

68-7-7. "Unprofessional conduct" defined.-The
words "unprofessional
to dentists are hereby defined to include:
(1) Obtaining any fee by fraud or misrepresentation.
(2) Employing directly or indirectly any student or unlicensed dentists or one whose license has been revoked or suspended to perform
operations of any kind or to treat lesions of the human teeth, gums or
jaws, or take impressions of the teeth or jaws, or to correct or attempt to correct malpositions thereof, except as herein provided.
conduct" as relating
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(3) Employing what are known as cappers or steerers, touters or
lecturers to obtain business.
( 4) Communicating, without the consent of the patient, information
acquired in treating a patient necessary to enable him to act for such a
patient.
(5) Advertising his dental business or treatment or· devices by untruthful, improbable or impossible statements, or advertising in any manner his products or the price or charge to be made, or the character
or durability of his works or products or anything identical to any of
the foregoing, whether by means of circular, card, sign poster, advertising matches, mirrors, or other articles, or by advertisements in the newspapers, magazines, or other publications or by projections by means of
light, either colored, :flickering, or intermittent, or by crier or radio broadcasting, or by use of advertising solicitors or publicity agents, or has permitted the use· of his name as a dentist by others in the sale or advertisement of his products.
Provided, that a dentist may use personal professional cards of a modest type announcing his name, title, address, telephone number, and office
hours; and if he limits his practice to a specialty, he may announce
it, and such information may be inserted in public print when not more
than one column in width and two inches in depth; or announce his
change of place of business, entrance into, absence from or return to
business in the same manner, or issue appointment cards to his patients
when the information thereon is limited to matter pertaining to the
time and place of appointment, and that permitted on the professional
card, or display the name of the licensee by means of a modest sign at
the residence of the dentist or on the premises where he is engaged in
his profession or upon the windows thereof, or by a door plate or name
or building directory when the information is limited to that permitted
on the professional card; provided, that the name and title of the registrant shall not be displayed in lettering larger than six inches.
(6) Advertising in any manner the use of any anesthetic, drug,
formula, material, medicine, method or system, or advertising to perform
painless operations of a dental or surgical nature.
(7) Making any misrepresentations
or false promises directly or indirectly to influence, persuade or induce dental patronage.
(8) Giving a public demonstration of any dental operation or displaying as an advertisement any representation
of a tooth or teeth, plates,
crowns, bridges, or other dental restorations.
(9) Soliciting patronage by public appeal in person or by employees
or agents.
(10) Sharing professional fees with an unlicensed person or paying
any person for sending or referring patients.
(11) Making public claim of superio·rity, in training or skill as a
dentist, or in the performance of professional services.
(12) Making public claim of lower charges for professional services
than is charged by other dentists.
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while his license is suspended.

(14) Using intoxicants
unfit to practice dentistry.
(15) Maltreating
or neglect.

or drugs to such an extent as to render

him

his patients by reason of gross ignorance, willfulness

(16) Gross immorality, dishonorable or improper conduct, or conviction
of a felony.
(17) Violating or aiding others in violating
the Dental Practice .Act.

any of the provisions

of

(18) Refusing the department of registration or the state board of
health, their officers or employees access to his office, instruments, laboratory, equipment, appliances or supplies for the purpose of inspecting
the same.
(19) Keeping his office, instruments, laboratory, equipment, appliances
or supplies in an insanitary condition.
History:
L. 1909, ch. 38, § 18; 1917, ch.
104, § 1; C. L. 1917, § 2032; L. 1921, ch.
46, § 1; R. S. 1933, 79-6-8; L. 1936, ch. 78,
§ 1; c. 1943, 79-6-8.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1935 amendment inserted "or suspended" after "revoked" and "or take impressions of the teeth or jaws" in subd.
(2); inserted
"touters
or lecturers"
in
subd. (3); added "or advertising
in any
manner * * * of his products" and added
the second paragraph
to subd. (5); inserted subds. (6) to (13), renumbering
former subds. (6) to (10) as (14) to (18);
added "dishonorable
or * * * conviction
of a felony" in subd. (16); deleted "Willfully" at the beginning and inserted "or
aiding others" in subd. (17); and added
subd. (19).
Cross-Reference.
Regulatory powers
health, 26-15-4.

of state

division

Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeons~5(2).
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons § 1.

of

Constitutionality
and construction
of
statutes
or regulations
prohibiting
one
who has no license to practice dentistry
from owning, maintaining,
or operating
an office therefor, 20 A. L. R. 2d 808.
Constitutionality
of statute or ordinance
prohibiting
or regulating
advertising
by
physician, surgeon, or other person professing healing arts, 54 A. L. R. 400.
Improper or immoral conduct toward female patient, 15 A. L. R. 3d 1179.
Practice of medicine, dentistry
or law
through radio broadcasting stations, newspapers or magazines, 114 A. L. R. 1506.
Professional incompetency, 28 A. L. R.
3d 487.
Prosecution
or discipline for fraud in
connection with Medicaid, Medicare, or
similar welfare program, 50 A. L. R. 3d
549.
Revocation or suspension of license due
to alcoholism, narcotics addiction, or related misconduct, 93 A. L. R. 2d 1398.
Right of corporation or individual, not
himself licensed, to practice medicine, surgery or dentistry through licensed employees, 103 A. L. R. 1240.

58-7-8. Penalties.-Every
person is guilty of a misdemeanor, who:
(1) Practices dentistry under a false or assumed name, or under the
name of a corporation, company, association, parlor or trade name, or
under any name except his own proper name, which shall be the name
used in his license as issued by the department of registration;
provided, that nothing herein contained shall prohibit a partne·rship under
a firm name containing nothing but the true name of every member of
said partnership;
and provided further, that nothing herein contained
shall prohibit a licensed dentist from practicing dentistry as the em-
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ployee of a licensed dentist practicing under hiR own name or under a firm
name containing only the true name of each member of such firm;
(2)

Falsely represents

himself to be a graduate

of any dental college;

(3) With others practices dentistry without causing to be displayed
and kept in a conspicuous manner and place at the entrance of his place
of business his own name and the name of every person employed therein
in the practice of dentistry;
( 4) Fails to furnish the department of registration within ten days
after demand the name and address of every person practicing or assisting in the practice of dentistry in his office at any time within sixty days
prior to said demand, together with a sworn statement showing under
and by what license or authority said person or employee has been practicing dentistry; provided, said statement shall not be used as evidence
against the person making the same in any prosecution for the violation
of any of the provisions of this section;
( 5) Impersonates another
ment of registration; or

at any examination

held by the depart-

(6) Procures a license with intent that it shall be used as evidence
of the right to practice dentistry by a person other than the one to whom
such license is issued.
History:
L. 1909, ch. 38, § 20; C. L.
1917, § 2034; L. 1921, ch. 46, § 1; R. S.
1933, 79-6-9; L. 1935, ch. 78, § 1; C. 1943,
79-6-9.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1935 amendment
added "or under
the name * * * of such firm" to subd. (1);
deleted "under any title or name corporate
or otherwise"
after "practices
dentistry"
and deleted "together with the word 'mechanic' or 'apprentice,'
as the case may

be, after the name of each unlicensed person employed" at the end in subd. (3).

Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeons,e:;,15(19).
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons § 48.
Bias of members of license revocation
board, 97 A. L. R. 2d 1210.
Practicing
dentistry
without license as
a continuing or separate offense, 99 A. L.
R. 2d 654.
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58-8-10.
58-8-11.
58-8-12.

58-8-3

Practicing dental hygiene--What
constitutes-Suspension,
revocation
or reinstatement
of dentist's license or dental hygienist's certificate
of registration-Procedure.
Penalty for practicing dental hygiene without license or for violation
of act-Misdemeanor.
Annual registration
fee-Furnishing
information-Suspension
or revocation of license for noncompliance-Reinstatement-Display
and
duration of license-Additional
grounds for revocation.
Suspension or revocation of license-Additional
grounds for-Reinstatement-Procedure-Hearing-Filing
forged or false diploma,
license, affidavit or qualification as misdemeanor.

58-8-1. Short title-Purpose
and liberal construction of act.-This
act
shall be known as the "Dental Hygienists' Act of the State of Utah." It
shall be deemed passed in the interests of public health, safety and welfare,
and its provisions shall be liberally construed to carry out its intent, objects
and purposes.
History:
L. 1949, ch. 28, § 1; C. 1943,
Supp., 79-6a-l.

Title of Act.
An act defining and providing for the
licensing and registration
of dental hygienists and for the renewal, revocation
and suspension of such licenses and registrations; providing for appeals and for reinstatements
thereof, fixing fees therefor,
defining the powers and duties of the

board of examiners thereof and the department of registration
with respect thereto
and fixing penalties for violations thereof.

Collateral References.
Health and Environmente,::,31.
39 C.J.S. Health § 25.
Constitutionality,
construction,
and application
of statute
relating
to dental
hygienists, 11 A. L. R. 2d 742.

58-8-2. License to practice dental hygiene-General requirements and
qualifications.-Any female person of good moral character, nineteen years
of age or over, meeting the general and educational requirements hereinafter set forth and recognized by the department of registration of the
state of Utah and who shall have successfully passed an examination given
by the state board of dental examiners shall be licensed to practice dental
hygiene within the meaning of this act.
History:
L. 1949, ch. 28, § 2; C. 1943,
Supp., 79-6a-2.
Collateral References.
Health and Environment<S=>31.
39 C.J.S. Health § 25.

Constitutionality,
construction,
and application
of statute
relating
to dental
hygienists, 11 A. L. R. 2d 7 42.

58-8-3. Application, requirements and qualifications - Submission of
proof-Endorsement of licensed dentists-Photograph and signature-Examination.-Every
applicant for a license to practice dental hygiene as
herein defined must :
(A) Produce satisfactory evidence of good moral character.
(B) Produce satisfactory evidence that she is nineteen years of age
or over.
(C) Be a female person.
(D) Be a citizen of the United States of America.
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(E) Furnish the written endorsement of two dentists, licensed to
practice in the state of Utah and in good standing attesting to her moral
character, standing and ability, provided such dentists shall not be connected in any manner with any school of dental hygiene or be related
to the applicant.
(F) Furnish with her application for examination an unmounted
recent photograph of herself, as required by the board. On the reverse
side of such photograph the applicant shall sign her name and give her
address, sworn to before a notary public, who over his seal shall certify
to the identity of the photograph and genuineness of the signature.
( G) Be a graduate of a school of dental hygienists that is recognized
by the department of registration of the state of Utah.
(H) Pass a satisfactory examination under the rules and regulations
of the department of registration on the subjects considered essential by
it for a dental hygienist.
History:
L. 1949, ch. 28, § 3; C. 1943,
Supp., 79-6ar3.

Collateral References.
Health and Environmente:=,31.
39 C..J.S. Health § 25.

58-8-4. Administration of act-Department
of registration.-The
department of registration of the state of Utah is hereby vested with power
and authority and charged with the duty of administering the provisions
of this act in like manner with the powers, authority and duties imposed
upon it for other trades and professions under the provisions of Title 58,
Utah Code Annotated 1953, as amended.
mstory:
L. 1949, ch. 28, § 4;
Supp,, 79-6a,-4.

c.

1943,

Collateral References.
Health and Environmente:=,31.
39 C..J.S. Health § 25.

58-8-5. Board of examiners-Representative committee for dentists as
-Meetings for examination of applicants-Record of lice.nse,es-Rules and
regulations.-The committee appointed by the department of registration
for dentists, as provided by section 58-1-5, Utah Code Annotated 1953,
sh'all constitute the board of examiners for dental hygienists. Such
committee shall meet as often and at such times and places as the department of registration shall require for the examination of applicants
to practice dental hygiene in this state. The department of registration
sh'all keep a separate record of the names, addresses and license numbers
of all persons legally entitled to practice dental hygiene in this state. The
department of registration may prescribe and enforce such rules and regulations as it may deem necessary and reasonable to carry out the provisions
of this act.
History:
L. 1949, ch. 28, § 5; C. 1943,
Supp., 79-6a-5.

Collateral References.
Health and Environmente:=,31.
39 C.J.S. Health § 25.

58-8-6. License to practice dental hygiene-Filing of application for
examination and credentials-Approval-Fee-Examination-Certification
-Issuance of license-Registration.-Every
applicant for examination here-
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under shall submit with her application for examination her credentials,
as herein required, all of which shall be filed with the department of regis.tration at least thirty days prior to the examination date. Upon approval
of the credentials and general qualifications of the applicant by the department of registration and upon payment by the applicant of the sum
of fifteen dollars in advance of the examination, the applicant may :be
examined by the board of examiners, as hereinabove, in section 58-8-5 provided. Such examination may in the discretion of the department
of
registration be conducted by a majority of the members of the board.
Upon being certified by the board to it that the applicant has successfully passed said examination and met the requirements of the board, the
department of registration shall forthwith issue a license to ·and registe•r
such person as a dental hygienist.
History:
L. 1949, ch. 28, § 6; C. 1943,
Supp., 76-6a.-6,

Collateral References.
Health and Environment<ll=>31.
39 C.J.S. Health § 25.

58-8-7. Conditions under which licensee may practice-Teaching
dental
hygiene.-Upon
being licensed and registered to practice dental hygiene
within this state, the holder of such license may practice her profession
under the following conditions only:
(A) In the office of a licensed dentist in good standing but at all times
under his direction, supervision and responsibility.
:' (B) 'In a dental college or dental hygienist school to teach and demonstrate the practice of dental hygiene.
(C) Upon meeting all of the requirements of the dep,artment of education of the state of Utah, she may teach dental hygiene, including such
health subjects as shall have been included in the scope of her training,
and particularly the subjects referred to in subsections C, D, E, F and G of
section 58-8-9 hereof, in the schools of the state of Utah.
History:
L. 1949, ch. 28, § 7; C. 1943,
Supp,, 79-6a-7.

Collateral References.
Health and Environment<ll=>31.
39 C.J.S. Health § 25.

58-8-8. Dentist-Limitation
of one licensed dental hygienist.-No
individual dentist may employ more than one licensed dental hygienist at any
one time.
·
History:
L. 1949, ch. 28, § 8; C. 1943,
Supp., 79-6a-8.

Collateral References.
Health and Environment<ll=>31.
39 C.J.S. Health § 25.

58-8-9. Practicing dental hygiene-What constitutes-Suspension, revocation or reinstatement of dentist's license or dental hygienist's certificate of
registration-Procedure.-Any
person shall be deemed to be practicing
dental hygiene within the meaning of this act who:
(A) Uses the title "Dental Hygienist" or the letters
nection with her name, or
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(B) Who holds herself out to the public in any manner wliatsoever
within the meaning of this act that she can, will or does render services
as a dental hygienist ; or
(0) Removes calci:fic deposits or accretions from the surfaces of
human teeth outside of the line of normal attachment of the gum tissue,
but not beyond; or
(D) Who cleans or polishes such teeth; or
(E) Makes instrumental examination of her patient's teeth; or
(F) Applies and uses within the patient's mouth such therapeutic
agents as her employer dentist may direct; or
(G) Engages in any of the practices within the oral cavity that are
included in the curricula of recognized schools of dental hygiene, provided,
however, that each and all of the· above practices are performed under
the direction, supervision and responsibility
of a legally licensed and
practicing dentist within the state of Utah; and provided further that the
dental hygienist shall not perform or undertake to perform any other
dental operative procedure to the teeth or tissues of the human mouth.
The department of registration may suspend or revoke, with power
to reinstate, the license of any dentist who shall permit any dental hygienist
operating under his direction, supervision or responsibility to perform any
operation other than that permitted under the provisons of this act; and
it may also suspend or revoke, with power of reinstatement, the certificate
of registration of any dental hygienist violating the provisions of this act,
provided that the procedure for suspension, revocation or reinstatement
of such license or registration shall be as prescribed in chapter 1, Title
58, Utah Code Annotated 1953.
History:

L. 1949, ch. 28, § 9; O. 1943,

Supp., 79-6a-9.

Collateral References.
Health and Environment€==>31.
39 C.J.S. Health § 25.

58-8-10. Penalty for practicing dental hygiene without license or for
violation of act-Misdemeanor.-Any
person who shall practice or hold
herself out or offer to practice dental hygiene in this state within the
meaning of this act without first having obtained a license from the department of registration therefor, or who violates any of the provisions of
this act, the penalty for which is not herein specifically provided, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor.
History:
L. 1949, ch. 28, § 10; O. 1943,
Supp., 79-6a-10.

Collateral References.
Health and Environment€==>31.
39 C.J.S. Health § 25.

58-8-11. Annual registration fee-Furnishing information-Suspension
or revocation of license for noncompliance-Reinstatement-Display
and
duration of license-Additional
grounds for revocation.-All
dental hygienists practicing in this state shall on or before January 1 of each year
pay to the department of registration a registration fee of six dollars and
shall furnish such information as the department may require regarding
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their location and the name of the licensed dentist or dentists under ·whose
supervision they practice. The license of any dental hygienist who neglects
to pay the annual registration fee as herein provided, or furnish the information herein required may be suspended or revoked by the department,
but the department may in its discretion reinstate a delinquent licensee
upon the payment of a fee of ten dollars. The license of a dental hygienist
shall at all times be exhibited in a conspicuous place in the room in which
such dental hygienist practices. All licenses to practice as a dental hygientist
in the state of Utah shall remain in force until the annual license fee
becomes due and thereafter so long as the licensee complies with the provisions of this act, but not otherwise; provided, however, that the department may, after hearing, revoke the license issued to any person under
the provisions hereof for any of the following causes :
(a) Physical or mental incompetence to practice her profession.
(b) Fraud or misrepresentation in securing a license.
(c) Gross immorality.
(d) The habitual use of intoxicating liquor or drugs to such an extent
as to render her unfit for practice.
History:
L. 1949, ch. 28, § 11; C. 1943,
Supp,, 79-6a-11; L. 1963, ch. 119, § 1.

substituted
"incompetence"
petency" in subd. (a).

Compiler's Notes.
The 1963 amendment raised the registration fee from $2.00 to $6.00 and the reinstatement
fee from $5.00 to $10.00; and

Collateral References.
Health and Environment€=31.
39 C.J.S. Health § 25.

for

"incom-

58-8-12. Suspension or revocation of license-Additional
grounds forReinstatement-Procedure-Hearing-Filing
forged o,r false diploma, license, affidavit or qualification as misdemeanor.-The
license of any dental
hygienist performing any operation other than those permitted under the
provisions of this act, or who is otherwise guilty of unprofessional conduct, as defined in chapter 7, Title 58, Utah Code .Annotated 1953, may
be suspended or revoked with power in the department of registration to
reinstate the same. The procedure to be followed in the event of suspension, revocation or reinstatement
of a license of a dental hygienist
shall be as prescribed in chapter 1 of Title 58, Utah Code Annotated 1953.
The department of registration shall revoke or suspend the license of any
registered and licensed dental hygienist who is found guilty of using or
attempting to use in any manner whatsoever, any oral prophylaxis lists,
call lists, records, reprints or copies of the same or information gathered
therefrom, or the names of patients whom she might have served in the
office of a prior employer, unless such names appear upon the bona fide
call or oral phophylaxis list of her present employer and were caused
so to appear through the legitimate practice of dentistry as provided for
in this act. The department of registration shall also suspend or revoke
the license of any licensed dentist who is found guilty of aiding or abetting or encouraging a dental hygienist employed by him to make use of
a so-called oral prophylaxis call list, or the calling by telephone or by
use of written letters transmitted through the mails to solicit patronage
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